Observation Cards—Pablo

Name: Pablo  Observer: Teacher  Date: 1/9  Time: 9:05

General Context: 1st Circle

Social Context: Teacher comes around with the basket of instruments. Each child pulls a choice out of the basket. The child next to Pablo makes a choice.

Behavior Problem: Pablo hits and then pinches the child next to him.

Social Reaction: The child cries out and then puts the instrument back in the basket and gets another. Teacher tells Pablo, “No! Gentle touches.”

Name: Pablo  Observer: Teacher  Date: 1/9  Time: 9:45

General Context: Centers

Social Context: Children are playing in centers. Pablo is playing in blocks with the blocks and dump truck. Child reaches for a block.

Behavior Problem: Pablo goes to hit the child on the arm when he takes the block.

Social Reaction: The child quickly drops the block and goes to the shelf to get another block.
Name: Pablo  
Observer: Teacher  
Date: 1/9  
Time: 4:35

**General Context:** Outside Play

**Social Context:** Teacher gets up from sand box and begins to leave.

**Behavior Problem:** Pablo hits the teacher's leg as she begins to leave.

**Social Reaction:** The teacher sits back down and says, "Oh you want me to play with you some more. Tell me sit down."

---

Name: Pablo  
Observer: Mother  
Date: 1/6  
Time: 1:00

**General Context:** Visiting Same Age Cousin

**Social Context:** Cousins are playing with cars and trucks.

**Behavior Problem:** Pablo hits, then pinches his cousin.

**Social Reaction:** Aunt goes to help the cousin and Pablo plays with the cars and trucks.
Name: Pablo  Observer: Mother  Date: 1/8  Time: 6:00

General Context: Play

Social Context: Daddy and Pablo are playing together with the “Bob-the-Builder” Legos. Mommy comes to the doorway to tell them it’s time to wash for dinner. Dad gets up.

Behavior Problem: Pablo hits his leg.

Social Reaction: Dad sits back down and says, “a few more minutes, then wash hands.”

Name: Pablo  Observer: Mother  Date: 1/8  Time: 8:00p

General Context: Nebulizer treatment


Behavior Problem: Begins to hit mommy.

Social Reaction: Dad physically holds Pablo while mother finishes the treatment.